
Brief study Notes on “Tamburlaine's Elephants”

Each of these subheadings corresponds to a project section.

Questions of Identity

Identity- who someone is or what something is
The two main characters, Rusti and Kavi, both undergo shifts in their identity during the story. Their 
experiences raise questions around how identity is affected by who you THINK you are, who 
OTHERS THINK you are and how uncovering information about your background can change 
your perceptions of yourself and others.
Rusti begins the story thinking of himself as a young Mongol warrior, fitting into the nomadic, 
fighting lifestyle and despising the settled city people. Borte, his sister-in-law, and later, wife, 
despises him and continuously insults him with the terms used to insult the city dwelling peoples 
the Horde conquers. This is a hint towards the truth revealed as the story goes on, that Rusti is an 
orphan from one of the conquered peoples, adopted by a Mongol warrior at the time of his natural 
mother's murder. As the truth of his background becomes clear to Rusti he feels less and less like a 
Mongol, he no longer fits in, and by the end of the story he is living in the multicultural city of 
Samarqand, having given up the nomadic life. Also contributing to Rusti's shifting sense of identity 
is his friendship with Kavi, through the realisation of qualities he likes in a person whom he  is 
expected to despise.
The other main character, Kavi begins the story as a mahout boy living in Delhi. He is captured by 
Rusti during battle, and, in order to avoid being executed, he is forced to disguise himself as a slave 
girl. For a large part of the story he lives as “Kavita”, and we see the resentment and anger in him 
build up into a violent determination to kill Tamburlaine, the leader who sacked his city and brought 
him to this predicament. In Kavi we see an example of someone forced to live in disguise and in 
slavery, and the effect this has on them. By the end of the story Kavita is restored to Kavi, and is 
back to caring for elephants, but is having to establish his identity as a foreigner.

The Importance of Chess

Chess features in the story when Shidurghu, the royal historian begins to summon Rusti to his tent 
and teaches him to play chess. Rusti does not understand the significance of this at first, but by the 
end of the story we understand that Shidurghu hoped to train Rusti for an assassination attempt on 
Tamburlaine. This is because Shidurghu wants to take revenge for the destruction of his home town 
by Tamburlaine's army, and the murder of his daughter, who is Rusti's mother. 
The objective of chess is to destroy your opponent's king. This is Shidurghu's objective, and he uses 
the story of Rusti's mother to stir up the hatred in him. Interestingly, this does not work as expected, 
and Shidurghu attributes this to the soft nature of Rusti's mother coming out through her son. This 
again links to the issues of identity and ancestry discussed earlier.
Further linking to the chess concept is the story that Rusti's mother was murdered, along with the 
other women of the town when she was bricked up in a turret by the invaders. Shidurghu therefore 
attempts to play the turret piece to check the king. Rusti's move of using an elephant to destroy the 
turret is the unexpected outcome.
 This tactic having failed Shidurghu acquires Kavi and encourages him to carry out the assassination 
attempt using the elephants. In Tamburlaine Chess there is an elephant piece. 

Compare and Contrast Rusti and Kavi

Rusti and Kavi begin the story on opposing sides in a war situation, although even at this point the 



writer draws comparisons between them as young, frightened boys, novices to war. Their 
upbringings have started them with very different outlooks on life, but their shared experiences in 
the war bring them together.
Rusti begins the story favouring a violent, army lifestyle, but gradually he softens and turns away 
from this. Kavi has the opposite journey, his experiences embitter him and turn his thoughts to 
violence.
Another factor bringing them together is their lack of family. Once Rusti's brother dies he is alone, 
and as a captured prisoner Kavi has also been removed from whatever family he may have had. 
Interestingly it is one of the elephants that causes Rusti's brothers fatal injury, and it is the elephants 
and Kavi who become Rusti's closest “family”. 
Shidurghu, although Rusti's blood relative, remains a distant figure, although when he buys Kavi 
from the slave market and sets him free it seems that he takes an “overseeing father” figure in the 
lives of both boys, although this may be more for the fulfilment of his own plans.

Sights, sounds, smells, tastes and textures in “Tamburlaine's Elephants”

A good piece of descriptive writing always pays attention to the fullest range of senses possible. In 
order to understand the contribution such description makes to the atmosphere and enjoyment of a 
book we made lists of what features in the story under the heading of each sense. This list could be 
written up into a mini essay, but for this project I kept it to a list, to avoid the volume of writing 
being too burdensome.

History

Shidurghu, the Royal Chronicler raises interesting questions concerning the writing of history. His 
role is to record the conquests of Tamburlaine. He explains to Rusti that he records events in order 
to glorify the ruler, although from his attitude we understand that he regards Tamburlaine's 
conquests as atrocities rather than as glorious victories.
The narration also mentions that minor players such as Rusti do not get a mention in formal history, 
suggesting at the nature of recorded history as being by the elite, for the elite.
This theme of “What is history and who decides what is history?” is very interesting, but I decided 
not to cover it in this project as I felt it may be too complex for my son's current level. 

These study notes are by no means a comprehensive analysis of the themes in this book. These are 
really just suggestions to get your discussions started,should you decide to study this book with 
your children. I hope they can be of some help.


